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Abstract

This paper proposes a new method for obtaining a linear quadratic Gaussian~LQG! benchmark in terms of the
variances of process input and output from closed-loop data, for assessing the controller performance. LQG be
has been proposed in the literature to assess controller performance since the LQG tradeoff curve represents
of performance in terms of input and output variances. However, an explicit parametric model is required to ca
the LQG benchmark. In this work, we propose a data driven subspace approach to calculate the LQG benchma
closed-loop conditions with certain external excitations. The optimal LQG-benchmark variances are obtained
from the subspace matrices corresponding to the deterministic inputs and the stochastic inputs, which are i
using closed-loop data with setpoint excitation. These variances are used for assessing the controller performa
method proposed in this paper is applicable to both univariate and multivariate systems. Profit analysis for the
mentation of feedforward control to the existing feedback-only control system is also analyzed under the optim
performance framework. The proposed method is illustrated through a simulation example and an application o
scale process. © 2002 ISA—The Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation Society.

Keywords: Controller performance assessment; LQG benchmark; Subspace identification; Subspace matrices; Nonparametric mo
space model; Closed-loop identification
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1. Introduction

A typical industrial plant can contain thousan
of controllers ranging from PI/PID~proportional,
integral, and derivative! controllers to the more
advanced model predictive controllers like d
namic matrix control~DMC! @1,2#, generalized
predictive controller~GPC! @3,4#, quadratic dy-
namic matrix controller~QDMC! @5#, etc. With a
goal towards optimal performance, energy cons
vation, and cost effectiveness of the process op
tions in the industry, controller performance a

*Author to whom all correspondence should be a
dressed. Fax:~780!492-2881; E-mail address: bhuang
@ualberta.ca
0019-0578/2002/$ - see front matter © 2002 ISA—The Instru
-

sessment has been receiving attention both fr
the industry and from the academia since the n
table work of Harris@6#. Periodic tuning of the
controllers becomes an important task of cont
engineers for obtaining optimal performance fro
the control systems. Controller performance a
sessment techniques are used as a tool to chec
optimality of the current controller tuning param
eters settings. Several benchmarks such as m
mum variance control~MVC! @6–21#, linear qua-
dratic Gaussian ~LQG! control @13,15#, and
designed controller performance versus achie
controller performance@22–24#, etc., have been
proposed for assessing the controller performan
Among these approaches, MVC benchmark is o
of the popular benchmarks due to its nonintrusi
nature for the univariate case and routine clos
mentation, Systems, and Automation Society.
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loop operating data can be used for the calculat
of this benchmark. For the univariate applicatio
only a priori knowledge of the process time dela
is required for obtaining the MVC benchmar
from routine operating data@7–9,15,12,25,6,17,#
@20,21,26#. For the multivariate case, the calcul
tions are more involved and require estimation
the unitary interactor matrix@13,10,11,12,14,16,#
@27–29,19,20,30#. However, the MVC benchmark
may not be a practical one for those control sy
tems whose objective is not just minimizing pr
cess output variance but also keeping the in
variablity ~for example, valve movement! within
some specified range to reduce upset to other p
cesses, conserve energy, and lessen the equip
wear. The objective of such controllers may
expressed as minimizing a linear quadratic fun
tion of input and output variances. The LQ
benchmark is a more appropriate benchmark
assessing the performance of such controlle
However, calculation of the LQG benchmark r
quires a complete knowledge of the process mo
@13,15#, which is a demanding requirement or sim
ply not possible in practice. An open-loop test f
obtaining the process model may not always
feasible or may be expensive. The frequency
main approach was proposed by Kammer@31–33#
for testing the LQ optimality for the performanc
assessment of a controller using closed-loop d
with setpoint excitation. However, this approa
does not give the quantitative values for the co
troller performance in terms of process input a
output variances. In other words, it does not se
rate the nonoptimality/optimality with respect t
process response~output! variance and process in
put variance. In this paper we propose subsp
matrices based approach to obtain the LQ
benchmark variances of the process input and o
put to be used for the controller performance a
sessment. The required subspace matrices, th
corresponding to the deterministic and stochas
inputs, are estimated from closed-loop data w
setpoint excitation. The method proposed is ap
cable for both univariate and multivariate cases

Subspace identification methods allow estim
tion of a state space model for the system direc
from the process data. Certain subspace matri
corresponding to the states, deterministic inpu
and stochastic inputs, are identified as an interm
diate step in the subspace identification metho
Several approaches, such as N4SID~Numerical
-
nt

.

l

-

e

,

.

subspace state space identification!, MOESP
@MIMO ~multi-input multi-output! output error
state space model identification#, and CVA ~Ca-
nonical variate analysis!, are popular for subspac
identification using open-loop data. Subspa
identification methods also exist for closed-loo
data. Recently Van Overschee and De Moor@34#
proposed a subspace identification method for
identification of the subspace matrices~all the
three, corresponding to the states, deterministic
put, and stochastic input! of the process using
closed-loop data with the knowledge of the firstN
impulse response coefficients~Markov parameters
for the multivariate systems! of the controller,
whereN is the maximum order of the state spa
model we want to identify. MOESP and CVA ap
proaches were also used for the identification o
state space model using closed-loop data@35–37#.
In addition to the setpoint excitation, the MOES
CVA approach uses an external white-noise sig
addition to the controller output to make it inde
pendent of the noise. The closed-loop state sp
model is first identified using the closed-loop da
from which the open-loop state space matrices
retrieved. Ljung and McKelvey@38# presented a
method for the identification of subspace matric
from closed-loop data using estimated predicto
and state that their algorithm is an illustration of
‘‘feasible’’ method rather than the ‘‘best way’’ o
identifying systems operating in closed loop. T
primary goal of all the above approaches is t
identification of a state space model for the ope
loop system.

Favoreel and co-workers@39–41# have recently
proposed a method for the design of optimal LQ
controllers directly from the subspace matrices,
stead of using a state space model. Recent work
Kadali and Huang@42# allows identification of
~only two of the subspace matrices, correspond
to! the deterministic subspace matrix and stoch
tic subspace matrix from closed-loop data witho
requiring anya priori knowledge of the control-
lers. This method requires set point excitation a
is also extended to the case of measured dis
bances@42#. These methods provide tools/mea
for the calculation of more practical controller pe
formance benchmarks like LQG benchmark usi
closed-loop data. As will be shown later in th
paper, the explicit process model is not requir
for obtaining the LQG benchmark.
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The method for designing the optimal LQG co
troller directly from subspace matrices proposed
Refs.@39–41# is extended in this paper to the ca
of feedforward plus feedback control. If some
the disturbance variables are measurable, ana
of feedforward control performance is a wort
while study. However, this analysis requires t
subspace matrix corresponding to the measu
disturbance variables. Using the subspace
proach proposed in Ref.@42# the subspace matrix
corresponding to the measured disturbance v
ables can also be estimated under closed-loop c
ditions, if the measured disturbances are assum
to be uncorrelated with the setpoint changes. T
provides a means for the profit analysis of imp
menting feedforward control on the process.

The main contributions of this paper in the ord
of presentation are~i! derivation of the expres
sions for the calculation of the optimal LQG
benchmark variances of the process input and o
put directly from the subspace matrices,~ii !
extension of the design of optimal LQG contro
lers using subspace matrices proposed in R
@39–41# to the feedforward plus feedback contr
case,~iii ! extension of the analysis to the case
feedforward controller performance analysis, a
~iv! illustration of the proposed method through
application on a pilot scale process.

This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 e
plains the design of the LQG controller direct
from the subspace matrices. Section 3 is the m
section where the methodology of obtaining t
LQG-benchmark variance for the process inp
and output from closed-loop data is presented.
corporation of feedforward control in the optim
LQG control is discussed in Section 4. Controll
performance analysis indices are defined and
scribed in Section 5. A summary of the propos
method is presented in Section 6. Simulation
sults are presented in Section 7 followed by
application on a pilot scale process in Section
Conclusions are provided in Section 9. A brief r
view of the open-loop subspace identificatio
methods is provided in Appendix A. Appendix
explains the closed-loop subspace identificat
method from Ref.@42#.

2. Designing LQG controller using subspace
matrices

A linear time-invariant system can be describ
in a state space innovations form as
s

-

-
d

-

.

-

xk115Axk1Buk1Kek , ~1!

yk5Cxk1Duk1ek , ~2!

wherexk , yk , uk , and ek are the process state
outputs, deterministic inputs, and stochastic
puts, respectively.K is the Kalman filter gain and
ek is an unknown innovations sequence of wh
noise with the covariance matrixS. For anl -input
andm-output system,A, B, C, D, K, andS are
(n3n), (n3 l ), (m3n), (m3 l ), (n3m), and
(m3m) matrices, respectively, wheren is the
state order.

The predictor equations~also called matrix
input-output equations in subspace identificati
@43#! for the output of system in Eqs.~1! and ~2!
can be expressed as

yf5GNxt111HNuf1HN
s ef , ~3!

5Lwwp1Luuf1Leef ~4!

where

yf5F yt11

¯

yt1N

G ; uf5F ut11

¯

ut1N

G ; wp5Fyp

up
G ;

yp5F yt2N11

¯

yt

G ; up5F ut2N11

¯

ut

G
and GN (Nm3n) is the extended observabilit
matrix, HN (Nm3Nl) and HN

s (Nm3Nm) are
the lower triangular Toeplitz matrices containin
the impulse response coefficients~Markov param-
eters! corresponding to the deterministic inputuk

and the unknown stochastic inputek , respectively.
p and f denote the past and the future, respe
tively. The subscriptN follows from the number
of steps ahead predictions represented inyf . Lw

@Nm3N( l 1m)#, Lu (Nm3Nl), and Le (Nm
3Nm) are the subspace matrices corresponding
the states, the deterministic inputs, and the s
chastic inputs, respectively.

GN5@CT ~CA!T
¯ ~CAN21!T#T;

HN5F D 0 ¯ 0

CB D ¯ 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

CAN22B CAN23B ¯ ¯

G ;
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HN
s 5F I m 0 ¯ 0

CK Im ¯ 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

CAN22K CAN23K ¯ ¯

G .

Recent work by Refs.@40,39,41# shows the de-
sign of the optimal LQG controller by directly us
ing the subspace matrices, instead of throug
state space model, for the system in Eqs.~1! and
~2!. The linear quadratic Gaussian~LQG! control-
ler is designed to minimize the following qua
dratic cost functionJ over the horizonN:

J5EH (
k51

N

@~yt1k2r t1k!
T~yt1k2r t1k!

1ut1k
T ~lI l !ut1k#J ~5!

5 (
k51

N

@~ ŷt1k2r t1k!
T~ ŷt1k2r t1k!

1ut1k
T ~lI l !ut1k#, ~6!

whereE is the expectancy operator,l is the user
defined non-negative input weighting paramet
andr t is the reference for output trajectory.I l is an
l -order identity matrix.ŷt1k is the k-step ahead
predicted output given the past inputs and outp
and future inputs up to timet.

It should be noted that traditionally the follow
ing objective function is used for the design of th
LQG controllers:

J5EH (
k51

N

@~yt1k2r t1k!
TR~yt1k2r t1k!

1ut1k
T Qut1k#J , ~7!

whereR (m3m) and Q ( l 3 l ) are non-negative
definite weighting matrices. To simplify the pre
sentation the objective function in Eq.~5! is used
throughout this paper. Eq.~5! basically means tha
all the inputs have the same weighting~or equal
importance! in minimizing the objective function.

The optimal predictor equation from Eq.~4! is

ŷ f5Lwwp1Luuf . ~8!
The notation in the cost function can be simplifie
for regulatory control, by lettingr t1k50, as

J5min
uf

2

@ ŷ f
Tŷ f1uf

T~lI Nl!uf # ~9!

5~Lwwp1Luuf !
T~Lwwp1Luuf !

1uf
T~lI Nl!uf . ~10!

Partial differentiation ofJ with respect touf and
setting it to zero yields the LQG control law@40#
as

uf52~lI Nl1Lu
TLu!21Lu

TLwwp . ~11!

The above control law is the optimal LQG contr
law as N→` and is equivalent to an estimate
state feedback control law,

uf52Cx̂t11 , ~12!

where

C5~lI Nl1Lu
TLu!21Lu

TGN ~13!

and the relationLwwp5GNx̂t11 follows from Eqs.
~3! and ~4!. Only the first control move is imple
mented and the calculation is repeated at e
sampling interval.

3. Obtaining LQG benchmark from closed-
loop data

To assess the controller performance, we co
pare the current controller performance, in term
of output ~or input or both! variances, with the
variances under the optimal control. This giv
rise to the question of selection of the optim
benchmark controller. Though the primary obje
tive of a control system is often to minimize th
output variance, we may also want to limit inp
variance for reasons like energy conservation a
equipment wear. In other words, a compromise b
tween the process input variance and output v
ance is necessary. The optimal LQG control is o
of such benchmarks that takes into account b
input and output variances of the process and r
resents a limit of performance in terms of inp
and output variances@44,13,15#.

To obtain the optimal LQG-benchmark var
ances we need to obtain the closed-loop expr
sions for process input and output in terms of t
disturbances entering the process. From the p
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dictor equation~4!, we can writeyt11 in terms of
the past inputs and past outputs as

yt115 l yp
yp1 l up

up1g0ut111 l 0et11 , ~14!

where

l yp
5Lw~1:m,1:mN!, ~15!

l up
5Lw@1:m,mN11:~ l 1m!N#, ~16!

and the notationA( i : j ,p:q) represents the rowsi
to j and columnsp to q of the matrixA. Equation
~14! can be transformed to alternatively expre
the process output in terms of past inputs and p
noise with the process and noise model impu
response coefficients. Without giving a detail
mathematical derivation, the result is presen
here as

yt115@g1¯gN#F ut

¯

ut2N11

G
1@ l 1¯ l N#F et

¯

et2N12

G1g0ut111 l 0et11 ,

~17!

wheregi and l i are thei th impulse response coef
ficients ~Markov parameters for multivariate sys
tems! of the process and noise models, resp
tively. In other words, we can express the pa
~state! contribution termLwwp as

l wwp5@g1¯gN#F ut

¯

ut2N11

G1@ l 1¯ l N#

3F et

¯

et2N12

G
⇒Lwwp
t

5F g1 ¯ gN21 gN

g2 ¯ gN 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

gN 0 ¯ 0

G F ut

¯

ut2N11

G
1F l 1 ¯ l N21 l N

l 2 ¯ l N 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

l N 0 ¯ 0

G F et

¯

et2N11

G .

~18!

However, the controller outputut11 is calculated
using all the data available at timet11, i.e.,
$ut ,yt11 ,ut21 ,yt , ¯%. Hence the original sub-
space predictor expression in Eq.~4! and the sub-
space based LQG-controller law in Eq.~11! have
to be modified to obtain the closed-loop expre
sions foruf andyf . First, define

K5~lI Nl1Lu
TLu!21Lu

T ;

Lg5F g1 g2 ¯ gN21 gN

g2 g3 ¯ gN 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

gN 0 0 ¯ 0

G ;

Lh5F l 0 l 1 ¯ l N21 l N

l 1 l 2 ¯ l N 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

l N21 0 0 ¯ 0

G ;

L̃e5F 0 0 ¯ 0

l 0 0 ¯ 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

l N l N21 ¯ 0

G ;

ũp5F ut

ut21

¯

ut2N11

G ;

ẽp5F et11

et

¯

et2N11

G ; ẽf5F et12

et13

¯

et1N11

G .
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Note that the matricesLg andLh contain the im-
pulse response coefficients~Markov parameters!
for the deterministic and stochastic inputs and c
be formed using the subspace matricesLu andLe ,
respectively. From Eq.~11!, we can write

uf52~lI Nl1Lu
TLu!21Lu

TLwwp ~19!

52K$Lgũp1Lhẽp%. ~20!

Similarly substituting Eq.~20! in Eq. ~4! we can
write

yf5Lgũ1Lhẽ1Luuf1Leef ~21!

5~ I 2LuK !Lgũp1~ I 2LuK !Lhẽp1L̃eẽf .
~22!

Now we have derived closed-loop expressions
both u and y; the next step is to calculate the
variance expressions which are actually theH2
norm of the closed-loop expressions weighted
the variance ofe. A simple method to derive the
variance expression is given below.

Let a disturbance enter the process attime5t
11, i.e.,

ut5ut215 ¯5ut2N1150,

et5et215 ¯5et2N1150,

et125et135 ¯5et1N50.

Then according to Eqs.~20! and ~22!, we have

uf52Kl eet115F c0

c1

¯

cN21

G et11 , ~23!

yf5~ I 2LuK !l eet115F g0

g1

¯

gN21

G et11 , ~24!

where

l e5F l 0

¯

l N21

G ,

the vector of noise model impulse respon
coefficients/Markov parameters. From the abo
equations, we can calculate the LQG-benchm
variances of the process input and output as
Var@ut#5 (
i 50

N21

c iVar@et#c i
T , ~25!

Var@yt#5 (
i 50

N21

g iVar@et#g i
T . ~26!

As can be seen from the above equations only
subspace matricesLu andLe are required for ob-
taining the LQG-benchmark variances of the pr
cess input and output. The state subspace ma
Lw , is not required. Therefore the closed-loo
subspace identification method presented in A
pendix C can be used for obtaining the optim
LQG control variances of process input and ou
put.

For obtaining the LQG-benchmark limit curve
define

ulqg5trace$Var@ut#%, ~27!

ylqg5trace$Var@yt#%. ~28!

For different values ofl, the values forulqg and
ylqg are obtained. A plot ofulqg vs ylqg represents
the optimal LQG performance limit curve that ca
be used for controller performance assessment

4. Profit analysis of feedforward control

For the case of measured disturbance variab
obtaining optimal benchmark variances helps us
analyzing two things:~i! performance assessme
of an existing feedforward plus feedback contro
ler and~ii ! profit analysis of implementing a feed
forward controller on the process. This analysis
terms of process output variance using the MV
benchmark is provided in Refs.@13,28,29,19#. In
this section we provide the analysis, in terms
both process output variance and process in
variance, using the LQG benchmark.

Consider the case when measurements of so
of the disturbance variables,v t (h31), are avail-
able wherev t is assumed to be white noise; if th
assumption is not true, then prewhitening
needed. The process state space representatio~1!
and ~2! is modified to include measured distu
bances as

xk115Axk1@B Bv#Fuk

vk
G1Kek , ~29!
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yk5Cxk1@D Dv#Fuk

vk
G1ek . ~30!

Similarly, the predictor equations for the proce
output can be expressed as

yf5GN
b xt111HNuf1HN

v v f1HN
s ef ~31!

5Lw
b wp

b1Luuf1Lvv f1Leef , ~32!

where

vp5F v t2N11

¯

v t

G ; v f5F v t11

¯

v t1N

G ; Wp
b5F Yp

Up

Vp

G .

~33!

The optimal LQG control law, asN→`, for feed-
back plus feedforward control, modifies to

uf52~lI Nl1Lu
TLu!21Lu

TLw
b wp

b ~34!

52Cbx̂t11 , ~35!

where

Cb5~lI Nl1Lu
TLu!21Lu

TGN
b . ~36!

The relation Lw
b wp

b5GN
b x̂t11 follows from the

comparison between subspace equations~31! and
~32!. Note thatLv is not required in the design o
the controller and hence need not be calculated
implementing the controller. However,Lv is re-
quired for obtaining the LQG benchmark.

Similar to the previous section, define

Lgv5F g0
v g1

v
¯ gN21

v gN
v

g1
v g2

v
¯ gN

v 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

gN21
v 0 0 ¯ 0

G ;

L̃e5F 0 0 ¯ 0

g0
v 0 ¯ 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

gN
v gN21

v
¯ 0

G ;

ṽp5F v t11

v t

¯

v t2N11

G ; ṽ f5F v t12

v t13

¯

v t1N11

G ,

where gi
v is the i th impulse response coefficien

~Markov parameter for multivariate systems! of
the disturbance model corresponding tov t . Lgv

can be formed from the subspace matrixLv .
Equations~34! and ~32! can be written as

uf52K$Lgup1Lgvvp1Lhep%, ~37!

yf5~ I 2LuK !Lgũp1~ I 2LuK !Lgvṽp

1~ I 2LuK !Lhẽp1L̃vṽ f1L̃eẽf ~38!

Consider the measured and unmeasured dis
bances enter the process attime5t11, i.e.,

ut5ut215 ¯5ut2N1150,

v t5v t215 ¯5v t2N1150,

et5et215 ¯5et2N1150,

v t125v t135 ¯5v t1N50,

et125et135 ¯5et1N50.

Therefore

uf52Kl vv t2Kl eet

5F v0

v1

¯

vN21

G v t11

1F c0

c1

¯

cN21

G et11 , ~39!

yf5~ I 2LuK !l vv t1~ I 2LuK !l eet

5F Y0

Y1

¯

YN21

G v t111F g0

g1

¯

gN21

G et11 , ~40!

where

l v5F g0
v

¯

gN21
v

G and l e5F l 0

¯

l N21

G ,

the vectors of noise model impulse respon
coefficients/Markov parameters of measured a
unmeasured disturbances, respectively. From
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above equations, we can calculate the LQ
benchmark variances of the process input and o
put as

Var@ut#5 (
i 50

N21

v iVar@v t#v i
T1 (

i 50

N21

c iVar@et#c i
T ,

~41!

Var@yt#5 (
i 50

N21

Y iVar@v t#Y i
T1 (

i 50

N21

g iVar@et#g i
T .

~42!

Hence only the subspace matricesLu , Lv , andLe

are required for obtaining the LQG-benchma
variances for the process input and output. Now

ulqg5trace$Var@ut#%, ~43!

ylqg5trace$Var@yt#% ~44!

By plotting ulqg vs ylqg for different values ofl,
as explained in the previous section, an LQG fe
forward plus feedback controller limit curve ca
be plotted. It can be compared with the feedba
only optimal LQG performance limit curve to ana
lyze the benefits of implementing feedforwa
control. Further discussion is provided in the ne
section.

5. Controller performance analysis

One of the advantages of LQG benchmark
that the controller performance can be assesse
terms of both process response~output! variance
and the process input variance. The LQG trade
curve in Fig. 1 represents the limit of controlle
performance, in terms of process input and out
variances@44#. That is to say, all linear controller
~from PID, MPC, to any advanced control! can
only operate in the region above the curve. Seve
useful performance indices in the analysis of t
controller performance can be obtained from t
LQG-benchmark curve.

5.1. Case 1: Feedback controller acting on the
process and no measured disturbances

Consider the case when a feedback-only c
troller is acting on the process and the actual in
and output variances are represented as(Vu)

f b and
(Vy)

f b, respectively. The closer(Vu)
f b and(Vy)

f b

are to the limit curve, the closer is the controll
-

n

l

performance to the optimal LQG controller. If th
optimal output variance corresponding to(Vu)

f b is
(Vy

o) f b and the optimal input variance correspon
ing to (Vy)

f b is (Vu
o) f b, then the LQG perfor-

mance indices can be defined in terms of proc
response variance,(h) f b, and process input vari
ance,(E) f b, as

~h! f b5
~Vy

o! f b

~Vy! f b ; ~E! f b5
~Vu

o! f b

~Vu! f b . ~45!

(h) f b and(E) f b vary between 0 and 1. If(h) f b is
equal to 1, for the given input variance, then t
controller is giving optimal performance with re
spect to the process variance. If not, then the c
troller is nonoptimal and there is scope for im
provement in terms of process response. Simila
if (E) f b is equal to 1, for the given output var
ance, then the controller is giving optimal perfo
mance with respect to the input variance. If no
then the controller is nonoptimal and there
scope to reduce input variance.

The maximum possible percent improvement
controller performance with respect to process
sponse variance without increasing the input va
ance, by retuning the controller, can be calcula
as

~ I h! f b5
~Vy! f b2~Vy

o! f b

~Vy! f b 100%. ~46!

Similarly the maximum possible percent improv
ment in controller performance with respect to i

Fig. 1. Optimal LQG control performance limit curve.Vu

andVy represent the variances obtained from process d
while Vu

o and Vy
o represent the optimal LQG-benchma

variances.
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put variance without increasing the output va
ance, by retuning the controller, can be calcula
as

~ I E! f b5
~Vu! f b2~Vu

o! f b

~Vu! f b 100%. ~47!

5.2. Case 2: Feedforward plus feedback
controller acting on the process

For the case of measured disturbances, an
feedforward ~FF! plus feedback~FB! controller
acting on the process, let the actual input and o
put variances be denoted by(Vu)

f f & f b and
(Vy)

f f & f b, respectively. Then the LQG curve
plotted using$Lu , Le , and Lv%,1 and represents
the limit of performance in terms of process inp
and output variances for a feedforward plus fee
back controller. Let the optimal output varianc
corresponding to(Vu)

f f & f b be (Vy
o) f f & f b and the

optimal input variance corresponding to(Vy)
f f & f b

be (Vu
o) f f & f b, then the optimal FF-FB LQG per

formance indices can be defined in terms of p
cess response variance,(h) f f & f b, and process in-
put variance,(E) f f & f b, as

~h! f f & f b5
~Vy

o! f f & f b

~Vy! f f & f b ;

~E! f f & f b5
~Vu

o! f f & f b

~Vu! f f & f b . ~48!

(h) f f & f b and (E) f f & f b vary between 0 and 1. I
(h) f f & f b is equal to 1, then the controller is givin
optimal feedforward plus feedback controller pe
formance, for the given input variance. If not, the
the controller is nonoptimal and has potential f
improvement by retuning. Similarly, if(E) f f & f b is
equal to 1, then the controller is giving optim
feedforward plus feedback controller performan
for the given output variance.

The maximum possible percent improvement
the controller performance, with respect to proce
response variance without increasing the inp
variance, by retuning the controller, is calculat
for the feedforward plus feedback control case

1It should be noted that the subspace matrix correspo
ing to the measured disturbancesLv cannot be identified
when a feedforward plus feedback controller is acting
the process@42#. A feedback-only controller should be ac
ing on the process for identifyingLv .
~ I h! f f & f b5
~Vy! f f & f b2~Vy

o! f f & f b

~Vy! f f & f b 100%.

~49!

Similarly, we can define in terms of the input var
ance,

~ I E! f f & f b5
~Vu! f f & f b2~Vu

o! f f & f b

~Vu! f f & f b 100%.

~50!

5.3. Case 3: Feedback controller acting on the
process and measured disturbances
being available

Consider the case where a feedback-only c
troller is acting on the process and measured d
turbance variables are available. We want to kn
how much improvement in the controller perfo
mance is possible by implementing a feedforwa
control in addition to the existing feedback-on
controller. By implementing optimal feedforwar
control on the system the process response v
ance will decrease. The same may not hold for
input variance. The process input variance m
increase or decrease by the implementation
feedforward control with the measured distu
bances. The following analysis helps in determ
ing the incentive for the implementation of a fee
forward controller on the process.

We can obtain(Vu)
f b and (Vy)

f b from process
data. We construct two LQG limit curves.~i! Iden-
tify $Lu , Lv , andLe% and construct the FF and FB
LQG controller limit curve to obtain(Vy

o) f f & f b

and (Vu
o) f f & f b. ~ii ! Treat measured and unme

sured disturbances as a lumped set of(m31) un-
measured disturbances and identify$Lu and Le%
and construct the FB-only LQG controller lim
curve to obtain(Vy

o) f b and(Vu
o) f b.

The maximum possible improvement in the o
timal controller performance with the implement
tion of an optimal feedforward controller is ob
tained in terms of the process response varia
and process input variance as

~Vy
o! f b2~Vy

o! f f & f b

~Vy! f b 100% ~51!

and
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~Vu
o! f b2~Vu

o! f f & f b

~Vu! f b 100%, ~52!

respectively.
The performance analysis indices presented

three different cases above can be used in ana
ing the incentives, in terms of decreasing both p
cess response variance and process input varia
for retuning the controller.

6. Summary of the subspace matrices
approach to the calculation of the LQG
benchmark

Controller performance analysis using the LQ
benchmark involves comparing the current pr
cess input and output variances with the varian
if an LQG controller were implemented on th
process. The method proposed in this paper allo
the calculation of the LQG-benchmark varianc
directly from the deterministic and stochastic pr
cess subspace matrices, thus not requiring a p
metric model, and principally consists of the fo
lowing steps:

1. Estimation for the deterministic and stocha
tic process subspace matrices from the proc
data. The subspace matrices can be identified
either

~a! Using the process open-loop data@45,43# as
shown in Appendix A.

~b! Using the process closed-loop data with s
point excitation@42# as shown in Appendix C.

2. Estimation of the process stochastic noise a
obtaining the varianceVar@et#. Also estimate
Var@v t# if any measured disturbances are ava
able; if the measured disturbance is not wh
noise, then prewhitening is necessary. Routine
erating data can be used for this purposes.

3. For different values ofl calculate the LQG-
benchmark variancesulqg and ylqg . Plot ulqg vs
ylqg to obtain the optimal LQG performance lim
curve.

4. For the current process input and output va
ances,Vu andVy , respectively, obtain the optima
variance valuesVu

o and Vy
o , for both feedback-

only and feedforward plus feedback control cas
Calculate the controller performance analysis in
ces,

~h! f b, ~E! f b,

~ I h! f b, ~ I E! f b,
-

e,

-

s

~h! f f & f b, ~E! f f & f b,

~ I h! f f & f b, ~ I E! f f & f b.

7. Simulations

Consider the following state space syste
~modified from the example in Ref.@43#!:

xk115F 0.6 0.6 0

20.6 0.6 0

0 0 0.7
G xk1F 1.6161

20.3481
2.6319

Guk

1F 0.5
20.5
0.4

Gvk1F21.1472
21.5204
23.1993

Gek ,

yk5@20.4373 20.5046 0.0936#xk

1@20.7759#uk1@20.5#vk1ek .

A process time delay of three samples is intr
duced for the above system in MATLAB
Simulink. A PID controller, @0.11 0.05/s
10.05s#, is tuned for the above system. We a
sume the controller knowledge is not known.

Closed-loop input/output data is obtained by e
citing the system using a designed random bin
signal ~RBS! signal ~with idinput function in
MATLAB !, with bandpass limits@0 0.06# and
magnitude 1, for the setpoint. The measured d
turbance and the unmeasured disturbance are
dom white noise with standard deviations 0.2 a
0.1, respectively. Note that although the measu
and unmeasured disturbances can have the s
standard deviation, differentseedshave to be used
for generating them in MATLAB. Using closed
loop subspace identification@42#, with i 530
~rows! and j 53000 ~columns! in the data Hankel
matrices, the subspace matricesLu (30330) and
Le (30330) are identified. Due to the presence
noise, the upper nondiagonal elements inLu and
Le will not be exactly zero but negligibly smal
numbers~they approach to zero asN→`!. An op-
timal feedback-only LQG controller is considere
as a benchmark for controller performance asse
ment. For a range of values ofl ~1–30!, the LQG-
benchmark variances of the process input and o
put are obtained for both feedback-only contr
case and feedforward plus feedback control c
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Fig. 2. Optimal LQG control performance limit curve.
ce

k

er-
e

ut

to
he
and plotted in Fig. 2. The controller performan
analysis parameters are obtained from Fig. 2~see
Table 1!.

We make the following observations from
Table 1.

From feedback-only LQG limit curve
From the FB-only optimal LQG-benchmar
variances we see that although the controller p
formance is close to optimal with respect to th
process output variance~92.17% of the optimal!,
the performance index with respect to the inp
variability is only 13.85%~see Fig. 3!. Hence
there is a maximum possible scope of 86.15%
reduce the input variance without increasing t
output variance~see Fig. 4!.
Table 1
Controller performance analysis parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

(Vy)
f b

••••• 0.0549
(Vu) f b

••••• 1331024

(Vy
o) f b

••••• 0.0506 (Vy
o) f f & f b

••••• 0.0474
(Vu

o) f b
••••• 1.831024 (Vu

o) f f & f b
••••• 8.231024

(h) f b
••••• 0.9217 (h) f f & f b

••••• 0.8634
(I h) f b

••••• 07.83% (I h) f f & f b
••••• 13.66%

(E) f b
••••• 0.1385 (E) f f & f b

••••• 0.6308
(I E) f b

••••• 86.15% (I h) f f & f b
••••• 36.92%

~Vy
o!fb2~Vy

o!f f& fb

~Vy!
fb 100% ••••• 05.83%

~Vu
o! f b2~Vu

o! f f & f b

~Vu! f b 100% ••••• 249.23%
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Fig. 3. LQG-benchmark variances of the input.
rk
e is
ss

the
-
i-
From feedforward and feedback LQG limit curve
From the FF and FB optimal LQG-benchma

variances we see that the controller performanc
still close to optimal with respect to the proce
response variance~86.34% of the optimal!,
whereas the performance index with respect to
input variability is better than with a feedback
only controller 63.08%. Hence there is a max
Fig. 4. LQG-benchmark variances of the output.
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup.
ID

of
mum possible scope of 36.92% to reduce the in
variance without increasing the output variance

For the profit analysis of implementation o
feedforward controller on the process, we see t
there is an incentive of only 5.83% reduction
the process response variance possible by
implementation of an optimal feedforward con
troller on the process. However, there is 49.23
maximum possible scope for increase in the p
cess input variance. Hence it can be conclud
that there is not much incentive from the impl
mentation of a feedforward controller in this cas

8. Application on a pilot scale process

The proposed method of controller performan
analysis using optimal LQG benchmark is test
on a pilot scale system. The system considere
shown in Fig. 5. The input(u) is the valve posi-
tion of the input water flow valve and the proce
variable to be controlled(y) is the level of water
in the tank. The tank outlet flow valve is kept at
constant position. The head of the water in t
inlet pipe can be considered as~an unmeasured!
disturbance. The tank level is controlled by a P
controller, 51 0.05/s10.05s. The controller
sampling rate is 5 s. An RBS signal of series
Fig. 6. Impulse response models for the process and noise identified using closed-loop data.
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Fig. 7. Optimal LQG-benchmark curve for the CSTH.
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setpoint changes to the level is designed in MA
LAB. Closed-loop data of the process input a
output are collected at a sampling rate of 5 s. T
subspace matricesLu andLe of dimension200are
identified using the closed-loop subspace ident
cation method from Ref.@42#. The impulse re-
sponse coefficients models for the process a
noise are plotted in Fig. 6. The optimal LQG
benchmark curve is plotted for a range of valu
of l, as shown in Fig. 7. The actual process inp
and output variances are compared with the o
mal variances for the controller performan
analysis as shown in Table 2.

Table 2
Controller performance analysis parameters: experimen

Parameter Value

(Vy)
f b

••••• 1.88531024

(Vu) f b
••••• 1.5231023

(Vy
o) f b

••••• 0.7131024

(Vu
o) f b

••••• 1.6631024

(h) f b
••••• 0.378

(I h) f b
••••• 62.30%

(E) f b
••••• 0.11

(I h) f b
••••• 89.00%
From Table 2 we can see that the controller p
formance is nonoptimal with respect to both inp
and output variances. There is a maximum p
sible scope of 62.30% to reduce the process ou
variance without increasing the input variance a
89.00% to reduce the process input variance w
out increasing the output variance.

9. Conclusions

A subspace identification based approach is p
posed in this paper for obtaining the optimal LQ
benchmark from closed-loop data, for controll
performance assessment. It has been shown
instead of explicit process models, only the su
space matrices corresponding to the determini
and stochastic inputs,Lu and Le , are required to
obtain the LQG benchmark. The closed-loop su
space identification method is used to obtainLu

andLe which are subsequently used to obtain t
LQG benchmark. The optimal LQG benchma
method is extended to the case of feedforward p
feedback control. Profit analysis for the impleme
tation of feedforward control under optimal LQG
control performance framework is also derive
and explained in this paper. The results of the p
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per are illustrated through a simulation examp
and a pilot-scale experiment.
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Appendix A: Review of open-loop subspace
identification methods

For the system described in Eqs.~1! and ~2!,
suppose we have the measurements of the in
and the outputsuk , yk for kP$0,1,...,(2i 1 j
22)%. The data block Hankel matrices wit
i -block rows andj -block columns are defined fo
uk as

Up5F u0 u1 ¯ uj 21

u1 u2 ¯ uj

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

ui 21 ui ¯ ui 1 j 22

G ;

U f5F ui ui 11 ¯ ui 1 j 21

ui 11 ui 12 ¯ ui 1 j

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

u2i 21 u2i ¯ u2i 1 j 22

G .

~A1!

Similarly we can form the data block Hankel m
trices foryk . Then if ~i! the deterministic inputuk

is uncorrelated withek , ~ii ! uk is persistently ex-
citing of the order2i , and ~iii ! the measurement
go to infinity, j→`, the open-loop models can b
consistently identified and identification involve
finding the prediction of the future outputsYf us-
ing a linear predictor. The least-squares predict
Ŷf can be found by solving the least-squares pr
lem:

min
Lw ,Lu

IYf2~Lw Lu!S Wp

U f
D I

F

2

. ~A2!

Ŷf is found by the orthogonal projection of th
row space ofYf into the row space spanned byWp

andU f defined as@43#
l

s

Ŷf5Yf Y FWp

U f
G ,

@Lw Lu#5Yf FWp

U f
G†

5Yf@Wp
T U f

T#S FWp

U f
G@Wp

T U f
T# D 21

.

~A3!

This projection can be implemented in a nume
cally robust way with a QR ~orthogonal-
triangular! decomposition @45,46,43,47,48# or
using PLS@49#.

Appendix B: Stochastic subspace identification

For the case of no deterministic input to the sy
tem, i.e., for a white-noise driven process~for ex-
ample, a closed-loop system with no setpo
changes, driven by an external disturbance!, the
past data Hankel matrix is taken asWp5yp .
Therefore the subspace expression becomes

Ŷf5Lwyp . ~B1!

The first row ofŶf represents the one-step-ahe
predictions of the output. Therefore the whit
noise disturbance sequence entering the proc
can be estimated as

ef5@ei ei 11¯ei 1 j 21#T

5Yf~1,:!2Ŷf~1,:!. ~B2!

Appendix C: Subspace matrices identification
using closed-loop data†42‡

Consider the case when this system is operat
under closed loop with a linear time-invariant co
troller Q, expressed in transfer function form as

uk5Q~r k2yk!, ~C1!

wherer k is the setpoint for the process output
sampling instantk and(r k2yk) is the setpoint de-
viation. Assume that the controller does not can
the process dynamics. The control system can
expressed in state space representation as

x(k11)
c 5Acxk

c1Bc~r k2yk!, ~C2!

uk5Ccxk
c1Dc~r k2yk!. ~C3!
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The block Hankel representation for the contr
system is

U f5G i
cXf

c1Hi
c~Rf2Yf ! ~C4!

5LmM p1LcRf2LcYf ,
~C5!

whereM p5@Up
T Rp

T Yp
T#T. Lm andLc are the sub-

space matrices of the control system. Using E
~4! and the above expressions we obtain

Yf5LOM p1Lc
ORf1Le

OEf , ~C6!

U f5LIM p1Lc
I Rf1Le

I Ef , ~C7!

where LI is the combination of(I 1LcLu)
21Lm

and(I 1LcLu)
21LcLw ; LO is the combination of

(I 1LuLc)
21LuLm and(I 1LuLc)

21Lw ; and

Lc
I 5~ I 1LcLu!21Lc ,

Le
I 52~ I 1LcLu!21LcLe52Lc

I Le ,

Lc
O5~ I 1LuLc!

21LuLc ,

Le
O52~ I 1LuLc!

21Le .

With setpoint excitation, estimation of the close
loop subspace matricesLc

I , Le
I , Lc

O , and Le
O be-

comes an open-loop identification problem. The
fore the subspace matrix corresponding to
deterministic and stochastic inputs can be e
tracted as

Lu5Lc
O~Lc

I !21, ~C8!

Le52~Lc
I !21Le

I . ~C9!

Notice that we can identify onlyLu andLe using
the above closed-loop subspace identificat
method. These two subspace matrices are s
cient to obtain the LQG-benchmark variance.
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